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Network-based approach elucidates critical
genes in BRCA subtypes and chemotherapy
response in triple negative breast cancer

Piyush Agrawal,1,4,* Navami Jain,2 Vishaka Gopalan,1 Annan Timon,3 Arashdeep Singh,1 Padma S. Rajagopal,1

and Sridhar Hannenhalli1,*
SUMMARY

Breast cancers (BRCA) exhibit substantial transcriptional heterogeneity, posing a significant clinical chal-
lenge. The global transcriptional changes in a disease context, however, are likely mediated by few key
genes which reflect disease etiology better than the differentially expressed genes (DEGs). We apply
our network-based tool PathExt to 1,059 BRCA tumors across 4 subtypes to identify key mediator genes
in each subtype. Compared to conventional differential expression analysis, PathExt-identified genes
exhibit greater concordance across tumors, revealing shared and subtype-specific biological processes;
better recapitulate BRCA-associated genes in multiple benchmarks, and are more essential in BRCA sub-
type-specific cell lines. Single-cell transcriptomic analysis reveals a subtype-specific distribution of
PathExt-identified genes in multiple cell types from the tumor microenvironment. Application of
PathExt to a TNBC chemotherapy response dataset identified subtype-specific key genes and biological
processes associated with resistance. We described putative drugs that target key genes potentially
mediating drug resistance.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer (BRCA) is one of the leading cancers among women worldwide.1 In 2023, 300,500 are expected to be diagnosed and 43,700 are

expected to die from the disease [https://www.cancer.org/cancer/breast-cancer/about/how-common-is-breast-cancer.html]. Triple negative

breast cancers (TNBCs), defined clinically by the lack of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), or human epidermal growth fac-

tor receptor (HER2) on immunohistochemistry2 are especially aggressive with limited therapeutic options.3 Gene expression is used, primarily

in the translational context, to characterize BRCA subtypes: luminal A and luminal B (which overlap with hormone-receptor positive breast

cancers), HER2-enriched (which overlaps with HER2-positive tumors), and basal-like (which only partially overlaps with TNBC).4,5

To identify potential targets for BRCA treatment, previous studies have relied on differentially expressed genes (DEGs). However, individ-

ual genes are subject to stochastic variability in gene expression, limiting their reproducibility and consistency.6,7 Furthermore, transcriptional

changes are often due to perturbations of key mediators (such as transcription factors, kinases, and other regulatory proteins) in a complex

gene regulatory network. Identifying these potential mediators is more likely to provide mechanistic insights and therapeutic targets.

Network-based models have been shown to improve potential target identification in various cancers.8–12 For example, Choi et al.12 have

shown that a network-based model could identify potential targets and elucidated the underlying mechanisms of reprogramming basal-

like cancer cells into luminal A cells. This analysis identified BCL11A and HDAC1/2 as optimal targets that can induce basal-like breast cancer

reprogramming and endocrine therapy sensitivity. Likewise, Pe’er and Hacohen8 outlined fundamental principles for constructing network

models in cancer, emphasizing the integration of multi-omics data to capture complex molecular interactions. This integrative approach en-

ables a more comprehensive understanding of the disease, facilitating the identification of key targets. Moreover, Mundi et al.10 developed a

transcriptome-based precision oncology platform that leverages network analysis to align patients with optimal therapies across a spectrum

of treatment-resistant malignancies.

In contrast with DEGs, our previously developed network-based tool PathExt13 (https://github.com/NarmadaSambaturu/PathExt) iden-

tifies differentially active pathways in a knowledge-based network and the corresponding central genes in the subnetwork (called TopNet)

composed of the differentially active paths. Central genes identified by PathExt offer a more robust and mechanistic view of transcriptional

changes across conditions compared to DEGs, explaining differential expression of downstream genes.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the study

PathExt was implemented on the TCGA-BRCA dataset to identify subtype-specific most frequent central mediating genes as well as DEGs for comparison.

Central genes were used for various analyses such as identifying enriched biological processes, genetic dependencies of the cell, identifying cell types

mediating global transcriptomic response in single cell data, recapitulating breast cancer driver genes, FDA-approved breast cancer targets, comparison

with previous network-based methods and DEGs. PathExt was also implemented on the TNBC dataset to identify key genes associated with non-response

to neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment in subtype-specific manner.
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We applied PathExt framework to the TCGA BRCA transcriptional data (tumor and normal samples)14 to identify key genes mediating the

global transcriptional changes in each BRCA subtype. Against multiple benchmark datasets, PathExt-identified genes substantially outper-

form DEGs in recapitulating potential driver genes and perform comparably to another network-based approach, MOMA.15 PathExt-iden-

tified genes are further validated by their effect on cellular viability, based on CRISPR knock-out data from the DepMap database,16,17 as

well as their greater-than-expected mutation frequencies in TCGA samples, in a subtype-specific manner (note that the PathExt relies only

on the transcriptome data and does not utilize themutational data).We further applied PathExt in a clinical trial of neoadjuvant chemotherapy

in TNBC to identify key genes associated with treatment-resistant tumors. Lastly, based on computational drug screening, we propose po-

tential therapeutic strategies for targets identified by PathExt. Overall, PathExt refinedprior characterization of inter-tumor heterogeneity and

identified more consistent genes associated with BRCA subtypes, as well as candidate genes to study resistance to neoadjuvant chemo-

therapy in TNBC.
RESULTS

Overview of the workflow

The overall workflowof the study is shown in Figure 1. Given a BRCA transcriptomic profile and control samples, as well as a knowledge-based

protein interaction network, PathExt identifies key genes likely to mediate the observed global transcriptomic changes in the specific

sample relative to the control samples. We separately identify genes mediating up-regulation (based on Activated TopNet) as well as

down-regulation (based on Repressed TopNet) of gene expression. We applied PathExt to 1,059 TCGA BRCA transcriptomic samples across

4 BRCA subtypes using 112 healthy controls to identify top 100 key mediator genes in each sample (STARMethods). We further identified the
2 iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024



Figure 2. Gene overlap analysis across BRCA subtypes

Venn diagram showing gene overlap among central genes in various subtypes identified in (A) PathExt Activated TopNets and Upregulated DEGs and for (B)

PathExt Repressed TopNets and Downregulated DEGs.
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top 200 genes most frequently identified across samples in each cancer subtype as a key mediator. As a control, we followed an analogous

procedure to identify the top 200 most frequent up and downregulated DEGs in each subtype. Complete lists of genes and their frequencies

are provided in the Tables S1–S4. We performed a series of downstream analyses to assess the relative merits of these identified genes in

terms of their functional roles in BRCA. We additionally analyzed a TNBC dataset to identify central genes associated with nonresponse

to neoadjuvant chemotherapy in various TNBC subtypes.

PathExt reveals putative BRCA subtype-specific and shared mechanisms more consistently than DEGs

The following analyses are based on the PathExt-identified top 200most frequent central genes in Activated and Repressed TopNets for each

subtype (Table S5) and the analogously calculated top 200 most frequent upregulated and downregulated DEGs (Table S6). These top 200

genes are selected based on the frequency of each gene across samples within each subtype.

Global inter-sample transcriptional heterogeneity confounds clinical research. By focusing on key upstream mediators, rather than the

downstream affected genes, PathExt promises to identify genes that are more likely to be shared across samples. Consistent with this expec-

tation, we observed that PathExt genes are much more frequently represented within subtype-specific samples than DEGs, suggesting that

PathExtmay better reveal sharedmechanisms across tumors. For example, in the basal subtype, topActivated PathExt genesCDC20 and TTK

were key genes in 175/177(�99%) tumors, while themost frequently upregulatedDEG—CT83was the topDEG in only 117/177(�66%) tumors.

Likewise, in theHER2 subtype, out of 80 samples, PathExt identifiedERBB2 (encodingHER2) as the central gene in 42 samples (>50%) whereas

it was differentially upregulated in only 11 patients (�15%), underscoring the potential of PathExt in capturing functionally relevant genes.

Identification of such broadly relevant genes will provide insight into the mechanisms governing various biological and cellular processes,

disease progression and potential therapeutic targets.

PathExt genes are also much more frequently represented than DEGs when comparing across all breast cancer samples, as shown in Fig-

ure 2A for Activated TopNets and Figure 2B for Repressed TopNets. Direct comparison of genes prioritized by PathExt and DEGs also re-

vealed substantial differences (Figures S1A and S1B).

We next identified the enriched biological processes associated with pan-subtype and subtype-specific genes. For the PathExt Activated

TopNets, as expected, the commongeneswere associatedmostly with cell cycle (Figure 3A, Table S7). However, subtype-specific geneswere

enriched for distinct processes that are largely supported by literature. For instance, the Basal subtype was associated with cell fate deter-

mination, regulation of T cell proliferation, neuron differentiation, interferon-gamma production, etc.18–21 [Figure 3B]; enriched processes

for other subtypes are summarized in Figures S2A and S2B (except LumB, where no enrichment was found), and the complete list of enriched

processes is provided in the Tables S8–S10. Among top genes in Repressed TopNets, most subtypes share similar processes, including neu-

ropeptide signaling pathway, cellular hormone metabolic pathway, muscle cell development, etc. (Figure 3C) whereas unique genes for the

Basal subtype were enriched for the processes such as terpenoid metabolic process, liver development, etc. (Figure 3D). For remaining
iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024 3



Figure 3. PathExt central genes are associated with essential biological processes, molecular functions and subtype-specific mutational properties

Top 20 enriched biological processes associated with activated common central genes among all the 4 BRCA subtypes (A); Top 20 enriched biological processes

associated with activated genes uniquely in Basal (B); Top 20 enriched biological processes associated with repressed common central genes among all the 4

BRCA subtypes (C); and Top 20 enriched biological processes associated with repressed genes uniquely in Basal (D); Top 20 enriched molecular functions

associated with activated common central genes among all the 4 BRCA subtypes (E); and, Top 20 enriched molecular functions associated with repressed

common central genes among all the 4 BRCA subtypes (F); Boxplot representation of subtype-specific PathExt Activated and Repressed TopNets unique

gene CNV amplification distribution (G); and subtype-specific PathExt Activated and Repressed TopNets unique gene inactivating mutation distribution (H).

Here ‘‘Gene ratio’’ in the Figure 3(A–F) is the fraction of the input gene set in the given GO term.
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subtypes, see Figures S2C–S2E, and the complete list of enriched processes is provided in the Tables S11–S15. In contrast, when analyzing

pan-subtype and subtype-specific DEGs, distinct, but fewer, sets of processes were enriched. Notably, for many subtypes we didn’t observe

any significant enriched processes associated with up and downregulated DEGs; all results are provided in Figure S3, Tables S16–S21.

Enrichedmolecular functions for Activated TopNets of pan-subtype genes include chemokine binding, extracellular matrix structural con-

stituent, and transcription corepressor binding (Figure 3E). Subtype-specific genes (except Her2, where no enrichment was found) also re-

vealed subtype-specific molecular functions supported by literature22–25 (Figures S4A–S4C; Tables S22–S25). Likewise, for the Repressed

TopNets, molecular functions enriched among pan-subtype genes include hormone activity, glycosyltransferase activity, and titin binding.

(Figure 3F). Enriched functions among subtype-specific PathExt genes (except LumB, where no enrichment was found) included somewhat

related functions, e.g., G protein-coupled peptide receptor activity26 (Figures S4D–S4F, Tables S26–S29). Pan-subtype and subtype-specific

DEGs revealed processes only partly overlapping with PathExt (Figure S5, Tables S30–S34). Notably, for many subtypes, we did not observe

any significant enriched molecular functions associated with up and downregulated DEGs.

Overall, PathExt reveals greater commonality across samples and across subtypes and identifies many shared and subtype-specific genes

and processes mediating the global transcriptome shifts that are missed by the conventional DEG analysis, underscoring the complementary

value of PathExt approach.

Next, we assessed the extent to which the subtype-specific genes identified by PathExt have any support for their subtype-specific func-

tionality. We did this with respect to subtype-specific expression andmutational patterns of those genes. First, for every gene, in a given sub-

type, we computed the log-fold difference of that gene’s expression in the subtype relative to other subtypes. Unsurprisingly, subtype-spe-

cific central activated genes show higher relative gene expression in the particular BRCA subtype, while central repressed genes exhibit lower

relative expression in the BRCA subtype (Figure S6).

Given the potentially central roles of PathExt-identified genes, we assessedwhether they exhibit subtype-specific enrichment for CNV am-

plifications (we refer to these as activating mutation). Note that we expect this for the central genes in both Activating and Repressed

TopNets. We separately computed the frequency of activating (copy number amplification; CNA) and inactivating (copy number loss,

nonsense, and frameshift indel) mutations in a subtype-specificmanner. We compared themutation frequency of the subtype-specific unique

genes to the average frequency across all genes in the particular BRCA subtype and then normalized it based on the same quantity for the
4 iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024



Figure 4. Evaluation of PathExt approach with DEGs and MOMA

Boxplot representation of gene dependency probability distribution by PathExt Activated TopNet genes andUpregulatedDEGs and PathExt Repressed TopNet

genes and downregulated DEGs in various BRCA subtypes (A); Fishers odds ratio (OR) showing that PathExt recapitulated BRCA specific driver genes from

multiple datasets (B); NEST PPI mutated modules comprising a number of genes affecting various mechanisms (C); targets associated with FDA-approved

BRCA drugs compared to DEGs with high statistical significance (D). PathExt showed comparable performance with MOMA (another network-based

method) on various datasets (E).
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other three subtypes. This provided us the subtype-specific relative log-normalizedmutation frequency.While the signals were weak owing to

the sparsity of mutations, we broadly observed a subtype-specific enrichment of activating mutations in subtype-specific genes (both from

Activated and Repressed TopNets) (Figure 3G) and a depletion of inactivatingmutations (Figure 3H). Supportedby previously reporteddomi-

nance of CNAs in BRCA genomic landscape27 our results link CNAs to key genes affecting the global transcriptome in a BRCA subtype-spe-

cific fashion. Overall, our analyses support the role of key genes identified by PathExt in BRCA subtype-specific pathogenesis.

PathExt-identified genes perform better than DEGs in cell line, functional, and benchmarking tests

The key feature of PathExt is identification of genes thatmay not be overtly differentially expressedbutmay play a central role inmediating the

tumor phenotype. First, we assess the extent to which subtype-specific PathExt genes exhibit subtype-specific function and clinical relevance.

To do this, we utilized the publicly available DepMap dataset reporting cellular viability upon genome-wide CRISPR-Cas9 knock out (KO)

across hundreds of cell lines, providing a dependency probability score for each gene in each cell line, where a higher score indicates greater

essentiality or dependency17; by default, a score >0.5 indicates dependency. Critically, one can obtain dependency for each gene in BRCA

subtype-specific cell lines. For each gene-subtype pair, we computed the gene’s average dependency probability scores across the cell lines

derived from the specific BRCA subtype. We then compared the score distribution for PathExt genes with that for DEGs. As shown in Fig-

ure 4A, PathExt Activated genes exhibited significantly greater dependency in subtype-specific cell lines compared to upregulated DEGs.

Interestingly, gene dependency of the Repressed TopNets and downregulated DEGs was very low suggesting that these genes do not affect

cell survival. Our conclusions drawn from Figure 4A do not change when we compare the fraction of essential genes (dependency probability

score >0.5) between PathExt and DEGs based on Fisher’s test (Figure S7). Depmap gene dependency probability value for the central genes

(when available) of PathExt and DEGs in various subtypes is provided in the Tables S35–S38.

Next, we assessed how significantly PathExt and DEGs recapitulated previously compiled driver genes in three 3 publicly available data-

sets: (i) DriverDBv328 (including 313 BRCA driver genes), (ii) IntoGen29 (including 99 BRCA driver genes), and (iii) Huang et al. dataset30

(including 500 BRCA driver genes). For each benchmark gene set, we assessed the significance of overlap (using Fisher exact test) with

the top 200 PathExt genes or DEGs in activated or repressed scenarios. As shown in Figure 4B, in all benchmarks, PathExt Activated

TopNet central genes show significant overlap with the BRCA drivers, while upregulated DEGs do not.

Integrating protein interaction networks and tumormutation profiles, Zheng et al. have reported amap of 395 protein systems (NEST) that

are recurrently mutated in one or more cancer types likely under somatic mutation selection.31 PathExt genes are associated significantly with

several NEST systems, including cell cycle, nucleosome and ribosome, cytoplasm and extracellular space, and signaling systems. More spe-

cifically, PathExt Activated TopNet central genes from all four subtypes showed significant overlap with NEST genes while central genes from

Repressed TopNets showed significant overlap for subtypes Her2 and LumA. In sharp contrast, none of the DEGs (up or downregulated) from

any of the subtypes showed significant overlap with the NEST systems (Figure 4C).
iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024 5
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Next, we compiled an additional translational benchmark gene set comprising 474 unique target genes of 46 FDA-approved BRCA drugs

from CancerDrugs_DB.32 Again, we found that these genes exhibit significantly higher overlap with the top 200 Activated PathExt genes

compared to DEGs (Figure 4D).

Finally, we compared PathExt with MOMA (multi-omics master-regulator analysis),15 another network-based approach which integrated

transcription and mutational data in the context of inferred regulatory networks and previously reported 407 master regulator (MR) proteins

across 20 TCGA cohorts. These MR proteins are further grouped into 24 pan-cancer master regulator blocks. Specifically, the study has re-

ported 39, 92, and 23 MR proteins for basal, LumA and LumB subtypes, respectively. We compared the overlap of MOMAMR proteins with

the DriverDBv3 driver cancer gene dataset and NEST PPI dataset with that of PathExt identified TopNet genes. For a fair comparison, we

selected the same number of genes (based on frequency) whichMOMAhad for each subtype. Based on the Fisher test, PathExt genes exhibit

a comparable overlap with the benchmark sets relative to MOMA (Figure 4E).

Overall, PathExt identified genes show greater cell dependency, recapitulate previously identified cancer drivers, BRCA specific mutated

modules, and BRCA FDA-approved drug targets far more effectively than the conventional DEG approach and performs comparably to a

recent network-based multi-omics approach MOMA.

The aforementioned analyses were based on unpaired data that we refer to as the first approach of DEG computation (See STAR

Methods), where BRCA samples for each subtype were compared with common pool of healthy control samples to estimate the node weight

or infer differential expression. We repeated the analysis in a paired fashion where only the donor-matched samples were used and each

BRCA sample was compared with the corresponding matched control from the same donor. The central genes and DEGs were computed

in the similar fashion as done for unpaired analysis and various analysis were performed. The paired analysis significantly recovered the top

genes identified in the unpaired analysis (See Table S39). List of top central genes and DEGs along with their frequencies is provided in the

Tables S40–S43, respectively.

We identified the enriched biological processes associated with pan-subtype and subtype-specific genes. For the PathExt Activated

TopNets, as observed in unpaired analysis, the common genes were associated mostly with cell cycle (Figure S8A, Table S44). However, sub-

type-specific genes were enriched for distinct processes in comparison to what we observed in unpaired analysis. For instance, basal subtype

was largely associated with the processes associated with chemokine signaling and cell cycle (Figure S8B); top enriched processes for other

subtypes are summarized in Figures S8C–S8E, and the complete list of enriched processes is provided in the Tables S45–S48.

Likewise, for Repressed TopNets, common genes among subtypes were enriched for homeostasis, lipid metabolism and cell proliferation

and differentiation (Figure S9A and Table S49). Top enriched processes associated with unique genes in subtypes (except LumB, where no

significant processes were observed) are summarized in Figures S9B–S9D whereas complete list is provided in Tables S50–S52.

In contrast, when analyzing pan-subtype and subtype-specific DEGs, we didn’t observe significant processes associated with upregulated

DEGs except in LumA subtype (Figure S10A). However, for downregulated genes, distinct, but fewer, sets of processes were revealed. All

results for up and downregulated DEGs are provided in Figures S10B–S10F and Tables S53–S58.

Next, we compared the performance of the central genes and DEGs identified in the paired analysis in various benchmark datasets. First,

we looked at the DepMap dependency score and observed that PathExt Activated genes exhibited significantly greater dependency in sub-

type-specific cell lines compared to upregulatedDEGs. As expected, gene dependency of the Repressed TopNets and downregulatedDEGs

were very low (Figure S11). We further assessed the biological value of the PathExt and DEG identified top genes against multiple cancer

driver benchmark datasets specific to BRCA, NEST BRCA PPI module and list of target genes of FDA-approved BRCA drugs. We observed

that PathExt performs better in all benchmark datasets compared to DEGs (Figure S12). Overall, our conclusions based on the aforemen-

tioned unpaired analyses hold true in paired analysis.

We also compared PathExt results with the DEGs computed using DESeq2 tool33 (second approach) on the TCGA-BRCA dataset in both

paired and unpairedmanner to characterized DEGs. DEGs were selected based on LogFC and adjusted p-adjusted value (FDR) cutoff of 0.05

in a subtype-specific manner. Top 200 genes with highest positive and negative LogFC values were considered as up and downregulated

DEGs respectively. Findings are discussed in the following texts for unpaired and paired cases.

Unpaired analysis

DESeq2 was implemented on unpaired samples in subtype-specific manner to characterize DEGs (Table S59). Based on LogFC and FDR cut-

off, we characterized top 200 most up and downregulated genes in each subtype (Table S60).

Firstly, we performed gene enrichment analysis and identified the enriched biological processes associated with pan-subtype and sub-

type-specific genes. For the upregulated DEGs, the common genes were associated mostly with ‘‘lipid associated and metabolic processes’’

(Figure S13A and Table S61). However, subtype-specific genes were enriched for distinct processes, for example, basal subtype was enriched

for only one significant process i.e., ‘‘tyrosine metabolic process’’, and Lum-B was mainly enriched for ‘‘humoral immune response’’

(Figures S13B and S13C). No significant processes show up in Her2 and Lum-A subtype. Likewise, for downregulated genes, we observed

significant enriched processes only for basal and Lum-B subtypes where both subtypes were largely associated with the processes associated

with ‘‘cell cycle’’ and ‘‘checkpoint signaling’’ (Figures S13D and S13E and Tables S62 and S63). No significant processes were enriched with

common downregulated genes and Her2 and Lum-A subtype-specific genes.

Next, we compared the performance of the PathExt central genes and DEGs identified in the paired analysis in various benchmark data-

sets. First, we looked at the DepMap dependency score and observed that PathExt Activated genes exhibited significantly greater
6 iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024



Figure 5. Gene expression distribution of PathExt central genes in individual cell type

Gene expression distribution of top200 PathExt (A) activated central genes and (B) repressed central genes in individual cell types in each BRCA subtype. Within

each subtype-specific scRNA-seq dataset, we first identified in each cell type the genes that are expressed in that cell type with an above-mean expression. We

then examined the fractions of PathExt genes expressed in each cell type (observed frequency) relative to background expectation across all genes (expected

frequency). Finally, Log (observed/expected) value was computed for the central genes across cell types.
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dependency in subtype-specific cell lines compared to upregulated DEGs. As expected, gene dependency of the Repressed TopNets and

downregulated DEGs were very low (Figure S14A).

We further assessed the biological value of the PathExt andDEG identified top genes against cancer driver benchmark datasets specific to

BRCA,NESTBRCAPPImodule and list of target genes of FDA-approved BRCAdrugs.Weobserved that PathExt performsbetter in all bench-

mark datasets compared to DEGs (Figures S14B–S14D).

Paired analysis

In the case of paired analysis, DESeq2 identified only a few genes with significant FDR value of 0.05, except the LumA subtype (Table S64). The

number of significant DEGs with LogFC (both positive and negative) was 49 in basal, 12 in Her2, 774 in LumA, and 37 in Lum-B subtypes. Dis-

regarding the subtypes with very few DEGs and focusing on LumA, we selected top 200 up and downregulated genes for LumA subtype

(Table S65) and looked for the enriched biological processes. We observed that upregulated genes were largely associated with processes

such as ‘‘B cell activation’’ and ‘‘phagocytosis’’ (Figure S15A, Table S66), whereas downregulated genes were enriched for processes such as

‘‘signal release’’, ‘‘protein secretion’’, and ‘‘regulation of acute inflammatory response’’, etc. (Figure S15B, Table S67).

Overall, we observed that even DESeq2 identified DEGs did not do as well as PathExt on multiple benchmarks. Furthermore, in case of

paired analysis, except in case of LumA,DESeq2 did not identify enoughDEGs, likely due to smaller sample size. This result further reflects the

utility of PathExt which is applicable on the datasets with fewer samples, indeed, even a single foreground sample.
PathExt leverages single-cell data to identify cell-specific mediators in tumor microenvironment

Breast cancer heterogeneity is attributable to both transcriptional variation in cancer cells as well as variation in cellular composition in the

tumor microenvironment. We therefore analyzed BRCA subtype-specific single cell transcriptomic data by Qian et al.34 to chart the distribu-

tion of expression of the top 200 PathExt-identified genes (identified using bulk TCGA-BRCA RNA-seq data) across different cell types in the

tumor microenvironment (STAR Methods). Within each subtype-specific dataset we first identified in each cell type the genes that are ex-

pressed in that cell type with an above-mean expression; note that a gene can be expressed in multiple cell types, but not all. We then exam-

ined, in a subtype-specific manner, the fractions of PathExt genes expressed in each cell type relative to background expectation across all

genes.

In theQian et al. dataset, the top genes from the Activated TopNets are expressedmost frequently in themalignant cells, except in LumA,

where top genes are most enriched in myeloid cells and depleted in malignant cells (Figure 5A). Additional cell types show enriched expres-

sion for top activated genes as well as—T cells in TNBC, myeloid cells in Her2, and B cells in LumB. Repressed central genes show similar

broad trends except that in three subtypes central repressed genes are also enriched in fibroblasts, consistent with the enrichment of extra-

cellular matrix processes among these genes (Figure 5B). We have provided the observed and expected frequencies of the central genes

(Activated and Repressed TopNets) expressed in the cell types in the Table S68.
iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024 7
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PathExt identifies potential mediators of resistance to neoadjuvant doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide followed by

ixabepilone/paclitaxel in TNBC

TNBC is the most aggressive BRCA subtype and presents a major therapeutic challenge. Although TNBC is a clinically defined subtype, it

substantially overlaps with the basal subtype defined based on transcriptional profile. Gene expression has been used to further classify

TNBC breast cancers.35 Here, we aim to apply PathExt to identify key genes potentially mediating therapeutic resistance. We used publicly

available data from a phase II trial of neoadjuvant doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide followed by ixabepilone/paclitaxel therapy, where path-

ologic complete response (PCR) was the measure of response.36,37 We specifically focused on the 138 TNBC samples classified into 4 sub-

types (BL1-47, BL2-27, LAR-21, and M-43), further classified as responders or non-responders. We applied PathExt to identify central genes

(activated and repressed) associatedwith non-responders (in each sample independently), using samples from responders as the control, and

ranked genes based on number of samples of a specific TNBC subtype in which they were detected among the top 100 central genes. Com-

plete lists of PathExt identified TNBC subtype-specific genes and their frequencies in Activated and Repressed TopNets associated with non-

responders are provided in the Tables S69 and S70, respectively.

First, we selected the top 20 most frequent central genes in Activated TopNets from each TNBC subtype yielding 60 non-redundant

genes, classified in 5 parts: Common—the genes present in at least 2 of the 4 TNBC subtypes among the top 20 genes, and 4 gene sets

comprising genes uniquely found in a subtype among the top 20. Figure S16 shows the subtype-specific frequencies of these genes; note

that a gene, say TGFB1, may be among the top 20 uniquely in BL1 and yet may have a high frequency (although not among top 20) in another

subtype (M). As can be seen, most subtypes show relatively high specificity among the top genes. Figure S17 shows a similar figure for top 20

central genes in Repressed TopNets in each subtype. Interestingly, we observed that the gene TGFB1 was present among top20 central

genes in both Activated and Repressed TopNets of BL1 subtype. This observation underscores an important distinction between PathExt

and differential expression-based approach. Although the gene appears as a central gene in the Repressed TopNet, it may not be downre-

gulated itself but instead is situated along several downregulated Paths in the network. This can happen if a gene positively regulates one set

of gene and processes and at the same time negatively regulates another set of genes and processes. This is true for many signaling mole-

cules including TGFB.37

Next, we examined the top 100 most frequent central genes from each subtype and identified genes common among all subtypes and

unique to a given subtype. For the activated TopNets, 5 genes—FOXA1, CTNNB1, JUN, FOS, and ALBwere found in all TNBC subtypes and

49, 55, 61, and 48 genes were unique to BL1, BL2, LAR, and M subtypes, respectively. Common genes were broadly associated with devel-

opmental processes (Figure 6A and Table S71). Multiple studies have shown that FOXA1 functions as prognostic marker in various subtypes

including TNBC where it can either co-express with androgen receptor (AR)38 or it can transcriptionally silence SOD2 and IL6.39 Likewise,

CTNNB1 has been shown to be involved in Wnt signaling pathway, and it has been shown that level of CTNNB1 in WNT/CTNNB1 signaling

is elevated in TNBC and has poor clinical prognoses.40,41 c-JUN activation has been associated with many cellular processes and one of the

examples is the activation of JNK (c-Jun N-terminal kinase). And the high level of JNK has been observed to be elevated in TNBC.42 Likewise,

role of FOS and ALB has also been reported in TNBC.43,44

Interestingly, subtype-specific genes (based on top 100) were enriched for distinct processes (Figures 6B–6E) and were also supported by

literature to a large extent. For example, BL1 was enriched for regulation of apoptotic signaling, leukocyte chemotaxis, andwound healing, all

of which have been shown to associate with immune evasion and therapy resistance45–47; Likewise, BL2 was mainly associated with humoral

immune response and immune cell migration.48,49 We observed enrichment of chemokines encoding genes, for example, CXCL8, CXCL1,

etc. in BL2 which are associated with directing immune cell migration necessary to mount and delivering an effective anti-tumor immune

response.50 LAR subtype was highly enriched for metabolic processes (hormone metabolic and vitamin D metabolic) and lipid modifica-

tion.51,52 Gong et al. classified the TNBC samples into 3 categories based on their metabolic features and their further analysis reveals

that inhibiting lactate dehydrogenase could enhance the response to anti-PD1 immunotherapy53 and lastly, M subtype was associated

with protein modification (protein autophosphorylation and peptidyl-threonine modification), signaling (GPCR signaling pathway, mitotic

spindle checkpoint signaling), and negative regulation of nuclear division54–56 (Figures 6B–6E). Complete lists of the enriched common

and unique processes in each subtype are provided in the Tables S72–S75.

Likewise, in the case of Repressed TopNets, 6 genes—STAT3, TGFB1, TNF, EP300, TP53, and FOXA1were common in all the subtypes and

were mainly associated with the transcription associated processes. 61 genes were unique in the BL1 subtype and were associated with the

immune system and function. BL2 with 45 unique genes was enriched for lipid-related processes, LAR with 40 unique genes was associated

with signaling processes, and lastly, M subtype with 55 unique genes was enriched with cell division processes. Complete lists of the enriched

common and unique processes in each subtype for Repressed TopNets are provided in the Tables S76–S80 and Figures S18A–S18E. Overall,

these results reveal genes potentially mediating resistance across all TNBC subtypes and also distinct processesmediating resistance in each

subtype.

Next, we assessed the extent to which PathExt-identified genes can help differentiate responders from non-responders. For this, we iden-

tified 21 genes common among the top 200 activated genes in all four TNBC subtypes. However, for comparison with differential expression-

based approach, whenwe analogously selected upregulatedDEGs there were only 13 genes that were among topmost upregulated genes in

all four subtypes (Table S81). The average gene expression of these genes (21 from PathExt or 13 fromDEGs) were used as features to build a

support vector machine (SVM) machine learning models and performed 5-fold cross-validation on the original dataset i.e., GSE41998. This

yielded, as expected, high accuracy for both PathExt genes (AUROC of 0.76) as well as DEG genes (AUROC of 0.75). However, when, we

tested the performance of the aforementioned model (trained and tested using GSE41998 dataset) on an additional independent dataset
8 iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024



Figure 6. Top central PathExt activated central genes in TNBC non-responders are associated with essential biological processes

Top 20 enriched biological processes associated with common central genes among all the 4 TNBC subtypes (A). Top 20 enriched biological processes

associated with unique BL1 (B); BL2 (C); LAR (D); and M (E) subtype central genes.
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GSE16388257 and observed that PathExt identified genes’ expression discriminates responders and non-responders with high AUROCof 0.72

and AUPRC of 0.79 [Figure 7A] compared to DEGs, which achieved an AUROC of 0.65 and AUPRC of 0.75 [Figure 7B]. All the training and

testing were done using only the samples classified as TNBC. Overall, the results underscore the generalizability of PathExt-identified genes

across cohorts. Graphical representation of PathExt workflow in characterizing central genes associated with resistance to chemotherapy and

developing prediction model to classify responders and non-responders is shown in Figure S19.

As a community resource, we perform drug repurposing analysis and provide potential drugs targeting the genes potentially mediating

resistance in TNBC as currently only poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors and immune checkpoint inhibitors have been approved

for TNBC treatment.58 We selected top 100 most frequent central genes present in the Activating TopNets of TNBC subtypes and selected

the 28 genes present in at least 3 TNBC subtypes as they represent higher confidence targets from computational perspective and are more

likely to have broader applicability. Among these targets was the gene ESR1 which encodes estrogen receptor and ligand-activation tran-

scription factor, and its absence along with progesterone and HER2 receptor is a classification criterion for TNBC. However, a very recent

work showed that immunotherapy combined with anti-estrogen therapy exhibited a dramatic anti-tumor effect in estrogen receptor negative

tumors, acting on the tumor microenvironment59 consistent with potential key role of ESR1.

Out of the aforementioned 28 selected targets, 3 were excluded due to unsuitability for docking due to their structural properties. There-

fore, we proceeded with 25 genes for virtual drug screening.

First, we looked for the database/repository which already provides information of the drugs against the potential target, based on drug

repurposing studies. One such drug repurposing database is CLUE60 (https://clue.io/repurposing-app), hosted by BROAD Institute. It is a

curated, annotated and highly optimized open-access repository of >6,000 compounds, many of which are FDA approved. We explored

the drug-target data provided in the CLUE database and found that out of our PathExt-identified 25 target genes, 15 have at least one

approved drug targeting the gene in this database. Table 1 shows the targets for which at least one drug is mapped in the CLUE data

(we have provided up to 3 approveddrugsmapped to each target). For the remaining 10 targets, we performed virtual screening bymolecular

docking using drugs undergoing clinical trials or are FDA approved (STAR Methods). Autodock Vina was used for the molecular docking

experiment and based on the binding free energy, we provided top 3 mapped drugs for each gene in Table S82. Figure S20 provides an

example of docking results for one of the target genes FOXA1 with the drug (1R,2S)-ephedrine. Image of other docked targets along with

the ligand with lowest binding energy is shown in Figure S21.
iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024 9
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Figure 7. Performance of SVM model on an independent dataset

Average gene expression of 21 central genes from PathExt Activated TopNets and 13 upregulated DEGs were used as feature to build SVM model. PathExt

discriminate responder and nonresponder significantly with high AUPRC and AUROC (A) compared to DEGs (B).
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Wealso performed the similar analysis in a subtype-specificmanner.We selected top 10 targets from each subtype andmapped themwith

the drugs already reported in the CLUE database. List of the target genes and the drugs mapped into the CLUE database is provided in the

further text in Table 2. For the targets that did not map to CLUE database, virtual screening was performed. Some of the targets were

excluded as they were not suitable for the docking due to their structural properties. Result for the remaining targets is provided in the

Table S83. Image of the targets along with the ligand with lowest binding energy post-docking is shown in Figure S22.
Table 1. List of the targets from the Activated TopNets and the drugs mapped in CLUE database

Target Top potential drugs

ALB Erythromycin-estolate, Erythromycin-ethylsuccinate, Iodipamide

CALM1 Chlorpromazine, Trifluoperazine, Loperamide

EGFR Brigatinib, Olmutinib, Gefitinib

ESR1 Hexestrol, Danazol, Gestrinone

JUN Ephedrine-(racemic), Irbesartan, Vinblastine

ADCY2 Forskolin

APP Curcumin

CCND1 Arsenic-trioxide

CCR5 Maraviroc

CREB1 Adenosine-phosphate, Naloxone

CTNNB1 Urea

EP300 Curcumin

FOS Ephedrine-(racemic)

IL6 Ibudilast

STAT3 Acitretin, Niclosamide

This table comprises of those targets for which at least one drug was mapped in CLUE database. Maximum of 3 drugs are provided for each target gene.

10 iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024



Table 2. List of the targets from the TNBC subtype-specific Activated TopNets and the drugs mapped in CLUE database

BL1 Subtype BL2 Subtype LAR Subtype M Subtype

Target Top potential drugs Target Top potential drugs Target Top potential drugs Target Top potential drugs

STAT3 Acitretin, Niclosamide JUN Ephedrine-(racemic),

Irbesartan, Vinblastine

RXRA Acitretin, Adapalene,

Bexarotene

CTNNB1 Urea

ESR1 Hexestrol, Danazol,

Gestrinone

FOS Ephedrine-(racemic) POMC Loperamide CCND1 Arsenic-trioxide

CTNNB1 Urea CTNNB1 Urea ERBB4 Vandetanib, Afatinib,

Dacomitinib

ESR1 Hexestrol, Danazol,

Gestrinone

EP300 Curcumin STAT3 Acitretin, Niclosamide GAL Nadide, Lovastatin JUN Ephedrine-(racemic),

Irbesartan, Vinblastine

PTGS2 Sulfasalazine, Thioctic-acid,

Icosapent

JAK2 Fedratinib, Baricitinib,

Peficitinib

JUN Ephedrine-(racemic),

Irbesartan, Vinblastine

This table comprises of those targets for which at least one drug was mapped in CLUE database. Maximum of 3 drugs are provided for each target gene.
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DISCUSSION

Tumor heterogeneity in breast cancer, particularly TNBC, remains an ongoing hurdle for identifying therapeutic targets with broad applica-

bility. By identifying central mediators of gene expression changes, PathExt is designed to refine expression variance and can be used in mul-

tiple translational contexts.

PathExt achieves its goal by first identifying critical pathways in a pre-defined knowledge-based gene network, i.e., those that exhibit

significantly different activity in a specific transcriptomic sample compared to controls, then identifying keymediators of the critical pathways.

In doing so PathExt relies less on differential expression of individual genes (which are highly variable7) and more on network relationships.

Unlike differential expression, which relies on sufficient sampling, PathExt can be applied to a single sample, making it applicable for clinical

scenarios where large cohorts are rarer. By identifying key genes in a sample-wise fashion (as opposed to a cohort for differential expression),

PathExt directly accounts for inter-sample heterogeneity. By focusing on genesmediating the global transcriptome, PathExt shows far greater

commonality across BRCA subtypes across multiple benchmark sets compared to DEGs. PathExt also performs comparably to a previous

network-based approach—MOMA.

We note that the central genes mediating the Activated TopNet (comprising paths with significantly higher activity in the condition of in-

terest relative to control) are not necessarily differentially upregulated (Figure S23). Likewise, central genes mediating the Repressed TopNet

(comprising paths with significantly lower activity in the condition) are not necessarily differentially downregulated (Figure S24); in particular,

many of these genes may indeed have repressive effects on other genes while themselves being upregulated. This explains the somewhat

counterintuitive observation that the key genes in both the Activated and the Repressed TopNets exhibit elevated inactivating mutations in

cancer (Figure 3H). Furthermore, the cell types expressing the genes identified based on bulk sequencing are not immediately clear. Our sin-

gle-cell analysis of PathExt-identified genes points to the role of tumor microenvironment in oncogenesis, where not only the malignant but

various immune compartments may play a key role in mediating the global gene expression, as profiled by bulk sequencing.

As shown previously, PathExt recapitulates the genes previously associated with BRCAmore frequently compared to DEGs. For instance,

ERBB2 gene (which encodes for HER2) was identified as a top central gene in over 50% (42/80) of the patients by PathExt compared to fewer

than 15% patients (11/80) by DEG.

Besides revealing an overall greater commonality in the key genes across samples and BRCA subtypes, PathExt also reveals shared genes

and pathways between specific BRCA subtypes that are consistent with known BRCA subtype-specific biology recently reviewed by Nolan

et al.27 For instance, basal and Her2 like-tumors show low and medium expression of LumA signatures respectively, and we observed that

top 10 most frequent LumA genes (except TTK, NEK2, and BIRC5) were among the top genes in very few basal tumors and in nearly half

of the Her2 tumors. Equally importantly, PathExt contributes to the currently limited knowledge of subtype-specific keys genes and their asso-

ciated biological processes. For instance, Tan et al. recently showed upregulation of neuronal genes preferentially in TNBC associated with

neural crest and glial development.21 Encouragingly, PathExt identified cell-fate determination and regulation of T cell proliferation among

the top enriched processes uniquely in basal subtype (which substantially overlaps with TNBC). Likewise, Hartman et al. have shown high

expression ofHER2 leads to secretion of interleukin-6 (IL6)which further activates STAT3 ultimately contributing to tumorigenesis.61 Uniquely

in Her2 BRCA, PathExt reveals biological processes associated with IL6 response and inflammation. Consistent with reports linking aging with

luminal breast cancer,62–64 PathExt identified ‘‘aging’’ as the top enriched process specifically in LumA BRCA.
iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024 11
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PathExt application to TNBC response revealed 5 genes —FOXA1, CTNNB1, JUN, FOS, and ALB associated with non-responsive Acti-

vated TopNets in all four TNBC subtypes. These genes were broadly enriched for development, signaling, and transcription. One of the

top enriched processes we observed associated with resistance was ‘‘cell fate determination’’ which was also reviewed by O’Reilly et al. as

one of the factors associated with chemoresistance in TNBC.18 FOXA1 upregulation in basal-like cell line MDA-MB-231 leads to increased

drug resistance.65 Likewise,CTNNB1 is associated with Wnt signaling pathways, known to be associated with BRCA.42,66,67 There is literature

support for other genes as well.42,67 For the Repressed TopNets, 6 genes were common among all the subtypes, viz. STAT3, TGFB1, TNF,

EP300, TP53, and FOXA1. Interestingly, FOXA1 is revealed as a key gene in both Activated and Repressed TopNets across all subtypes.

Dai et al. have shown that downregulation of FOXA1 leads to increased malignancy and cancer stemness by suppressing SOD2 and IL6,39

underscoring a pleiotropic role of FOXA1. Another resistance-associated gene PathExt revealed is EP300, a known modulator of paclitaxel

resistance and stemness.68 Interestingly, the study we used for our analysis included paclitaxel treatment after neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

Lastly, we characterized a fewpotential therapeutic targets associatedwith resistance in TNBCandproposedpotential drugs against them

based on two approaches. First, we mapped the targets in the CLUE database and reported the drugs associated with it. Secondly, for the

targets not covered by CLUE, we performed virtual screening via molecular docking experiments and proposed top 3 potential hits based on

binding free energy. One of the examples of such an experiment is the docking of FOXA1 (PDB ID: 7vox, chain A)69 with the compound

(1R,2S)-ephedrine. The compound shows good binding energy of �4.1 kcal/mol and was found to interact mostly with the charged residues

(Ser, Met, Arg, Lys, and Tyr). We also compared the binding similarity of other anticancer drugs such as erlotinib, imatinib, lapatinib, etc. with

ephedrine and observed that other compounds exhibit higher free energy, however, similar interacting residues within the receptor

(Table S84). Investigated the literature, we found a recent study has reported the anti-cancer property of ephedrine in TNBC cell lines,

MDA-MB-231, and MCF-10.70,71 Anti-cancer properties of other proposed compounds such as sorafenib and bicalutamide in TNBC is

also supported by recent studies.72,73

Overall, PathExt is complementary to the conventional DEG approach and reveals common and BRCA subtype-specific key genes and

processes, as well as gene mediating chemotherapy response in TNBC. Although in this work we have applied PathExt to two contexts,

namely, BRCA subtypes, and therapy response in TNBC, PathExt has more general application to identifying key genes associated with

any clinical feature associated with the transcriptomic samples. For instance, using deconvolution, one can quantify various cell types,

such as cytotoxic T cells, in each BRCA sample, and apply PathExt to identify key differential mediator genes between samples with high

and low cytotoxic T cells. Lastly, as a community resource, we have provided potential drugs that are either approved or undergoing trials

targeting key genes revealed by our analyses.

Limitations of the study

As the current work is based on TCGA data, future work requires analysis of more cohorts to establish the success of PathExt in identifying

central genes in each BRCA subtypes. Also, at the time of the study, only one single-cell RNA-sequencing dataset was available where few

samples were present for subtypes such as luminal-A and luminal-B, therefore, we need more such datasets with sufficient samples in each

subtype to validate our findings. Lastly, we proposed key drug targets and potential drugs against them based on in silico analysis, however,

validation of such finding is important using in vitro experiments.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Breast cancer Bulk RNA-seq TCGA14 https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/

Breast Cancer Single cell RNA-seq Qian et al.34 http://blueprint.lambrechtslab.org

TNBC microarray dataset 1 Horak et al.36 GEO: GSE41998

TNBC RNAseq Chen et al.48 GEO: GSE163882

3D Structures of the target genes RCSB-PDB66 https://www.rcsb.org/

FDA approved/undertrials drugs for docking DrugBank42 https://go.drugbank.com/

Depmap Dependency Probability Score DepMap Portal16 https://depmap.org/portal/download/all/

Significant mutated BRCA Module from NEST PPI database Zheng et al.31 https://idekerlab.ucsd.edu/nest/

BRCA driver genes from DriverDBv3 database Liu et al.28 https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/databasecommons/database/id/7081

BRCA driver genes from IntOGen database Jimenez et al.29 https://www.intogen.org/search

BRCA driver genes Huang et al.30 https://github.com/JianingXi/DriverSub

Curated list of FDA approved BRCA drugs and their targets Pantziarka et al.32 https://www.anticancerfund.org/en/cancerdrugs-db

Software and algorithms

PathExt Sambaturu et al.13 https://github.com/NarmadaSambaturu/PathExt

ClusterProfiler 4.0 Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/

html/clusterProfiler.html

miQC Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/

html/miQC.html

DESeq2 Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/devel/bioc/

vignettes/DESeq2/inst/doc/DESeq2.html

Obabel PyData https://pypi.org/project/openbabel/

AutoDock Vina MGLTools https://vina.scripps.edu/downloads/

ggplot2 Bioconductor https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/

Pandas PyData https://pandas.pydata.org/

Numpy NumPy https://numpy.org/

seaborn PyData https://seaborn.pydata.org/

matplotlib PyData https://pypi.org/project/matplotlib/

ComplexHeatmap Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/

html/ComplexHeatmap.html

dplyr CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/dplyr/index.html

ggpubr CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggpubr/index.html

ggVennDiagram CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggVennDiagram/

readme/README.html

Support Vector Classifier scikit-learn https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/

sklearn.svm.SVC.html
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Piyush Agrawal

(apiyush74@gmail.com, piyush.agrawal@nih.gov).
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Materials availability

This study did not generate any new and unique reagents.
Data and code availability

This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. The accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources table.

All the codes used in running the PathExt tool and dataset analysis are deposited at GitHub (https://github.com/hannenhalli-lab/PathExt_

BRCA). DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

Further inquiries can be directed to the corresponding authors.

METHOD DETAILS

Data collection

Transcriptomic profiles for 1059 primary BRCA tumors and 112 normal adjacent samples were downloaded fromTCGAdatedApril 19, 2021.14

1059 BRCA tumor samples were classified into 4 subtypes – Basal (192 samples), Her2 (80 samples), Luminal-A (574 samples) and Luminal-B

(213 samples). When looked at the paired data (tumor and normal adjacent tissue was taken from the same patient), the statistics changed as

follows; Basal (18 samples), Her2 (9 samples), Luminal-A (62 samples) and Luminal-B (23 samples).

Gene expression was jointly quantile normalized and was used as an input for the PathExt.74 The analysis was performed in both paired

and unpaired manner. In case of unpaired analysis, we used the whole TCGA-BRCA dataset whereas in case of paired analysis, we used

only the paired data. In case of unpaired data, mean average expression of 112 normal adjacent samples were taken as ‘‘control’’ and each

patient was considered as individual ‘‘case’’. However, in case of paired analysis, normal adjacent of each case was considered as control.

Using these case and control in unpaired and paired analysis, PathExt based central genes and DEGs were characterized and used further

for various analysis.

We also analyzed the TNBC transcriptomic dataset byHorak et al.36 where they look for the biomarkers associatedwith the response to the

neoadjuvant doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide followed by Ixabepilone. In a follow up study, Lehmann et al. classified 138 of the above TNBC

samples into 4 TNBC subtypes (see75 for classification details) - BL1 (47 samples), BL2 (27 samples), LAR (21 samples), andM (43 samples). We

applied PathExt to each TNBC subtype separately to identify central genes mediating resistance (non-response).

Identification of sample-specific central genes using PathExt

PathExt method has been described in detail in our previous publications.13,74 Here we provide a very brief sketch. Based on a set of control

transcription profiles (e.g., normal adjacent breast samples for a BRCA sample), we first compute weight for each node in a given knowledge-

based protein interaction network, such that the node weight represents the extent of upregulation (Activated) or downregulation

(Repressed) of the gene in the foreground sample relative to the control. Computation of the node (gene) weight in the current study is modi-

fied from the original PathExt paper and is computed in the following manner.

In the original manuscript log (fold change) was used as the node weight. While log (fold change) is a reasonable choice for node weight,

given the dependence of themagnitude of log(fold change) on the expression level, we instead computed the expected log (fold change) for

a given control expression and then used the difference of observed and expected log(fold change) as the node weight. To compute the

expected absolute log (fold change), we regressed absolute log (fold change) values across all genes against the gene expression in control

samples using Loess fit, implemented in R.

More formally, Node weight for a given gene ‘g’, is computed by the following equation:

Node Weight ðgÞ = E LogFCðg eÞ � O LogFCðg eÞ
Where, ‘g_e’ be the expression of g in control; ‘E_LogFC(g_e)’ is the expected log_fold for g_e as determined by the Loess fit; and

‘O_LogFC(g)’ is log of the ratio of the expression of g in case versus control samples.

For Activated TopNets the fold changewas computed in theCases relative to theControl, and for Repressed TopNets the fold changewas

computed in the Control relative to the Cases. Following node weight computation (for Activated or Repressed TopNet), where higher node

weight represent greater changes, we compute the edge weight such that high weights of the two adjacent nodes map to a low edge weight

(edge weight = 1/Sqrt(X,Y), where are X and Y are the node weight of the two adjacent nodes for the edge. Next, given the edge weights, we

compute shortest paths between every two nodes in the networks, where short (low-cost) paths indicate the most perturbed paths.

Once PathExt identifies significantly perturbedpaths in the network and finally in the subnetwork composedof such significantly perturbed

paths (Activated or Repressed TopNet), it then identifies the top central genes based on betweenness centrality measure.76 These central

genes represent key mediators of global transcription changes (upregulation for Activated TopNet and downregulation for Repressed

TopNet) in a particular sample. Having computed the top 100 most central genes for each BRCA sample we compute the number of sample

(of a given BRCA subtype) in which a gene was among the top central genes, and then selected the top 200most frequent genes to represent

subtype-specific key genes; this was done independently for Activated and Repressed TopNets.

Analogous procedure was applied to identify key genes corresponding to non-responders relative to responders among the TNBC BRCA

cohort.
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Identification of sample specific differentially expressed genes

For comparison, we identifiedDEGs in two different approaches. In the first approach, in each sample, for each gene, we computed log2 FC=

(Expression of gene in Case/Expression of gene in Control). In each sample, we selected the top 100 genes with highest Log2 FC as the up-

regulated and the bottom 100 as the downregulated. We did not perform significance testing as this was based on a single sample, however,

we note that in all cases top100 genes had logFC > 2 and bottom 100 genes had log FC < -2. After obtaining the top (or bottom) 100 genes in

each sample individually, for each gene, we computed the frequency with which it occurred in the top100 (or bottom100) list across samples of

a subtype. The above procedure was performed independently for each BRCA subtype and top 200 genes (up and downregulated) were

selected for the analysis.

In the second approach, we computed subtype specific DEGs using DESeq2 tool.33 Subtype-specific samples were taken as ‘‘Treated’’

class and all 112 normal samples were taken as ‘‘Control’’ class for computing subtype-specific DEGs. Based on LogFC value and adjusted

p-value (FDR) <0.05, top200 up and down regulated genes were selected. In case of paired analysis, subtype specific paired Control and

Treated samples were considered while computing DEGs. Analogous procedure was applied to identify key DEGs corresponding to non-re-

sponders relative to responders among the TNBC BRCA cohort.

Gene ontology enrichment analysis

To identify enriched biological processes and molecular functions in various subtypes, we used the Clusterprofiler 4.0 package,77 where the

foreground was the top200 central genes (PathExt or DEGs) and the backgroundwas the default background used by the package. The data-

base used was the human database and theminimumgene size andmaximum gene size was set as 10 and 200 respectively to ensure specific

terms. We then used the function ‘‘simplify’’ with cutoff value 0.8 to remove the redundant terms. Default parameters were used otherwise. In

the case of TNBC responder and non-responders, we used similar parameters except foreground and background gene list. In this case, the

foreground was top100 genes and the background was a customized list of 10994 genes, those that were detected in the cohort [Table S85].

Cell-line specific genetic dependency

From the DepMap database,16 we obtained the gene dependency probability scores for 16708 genes in 44 breast cancer cell lines, further

categorized into BRCA subtypes. For each gene, we then obtained the average dependency probability score across the cell lines in a sub-

type-specific manner. As recommended, genes with average dependency probability score >= 0.5 were recorded as essential for comparing

PathExt and DEG genes.

Comparison of PathExt and DEGs genes with benchmarks gene sets

We compiled various previously published datasets of potential BRCA driver genes, approved FDA drugs for BRCA and assessed their over-

lap with the PathExt central genes or DEGs.We used Fisher exact test to assess the statistical significance of overlap and reportedOdds Ratio

(>1 indicates greater than expected overlap).

Breast cancer subtype single cell data analysis

We used a single cell RNA-seq dataset for the 4 BRCA subtypes by Qian et al.34 Read count matrices of scRNA-seq data (obtained using 10X

v2 sequencing) breast cancer tumors were downloaded from http://blueprint.lambrechtslab.org. Author-supplied annotations were used to

label each cell. ThemiQCpackage78 was used to removedead cells, with a probability threshold of 0.5 (i.e., a probability of at least 0.5 that the

cell is not dead) used to retain high-quality cells for downstreamanalyses. After filtering the dataset, we retained only those cell types having a

minimum of 50 cells. This provided 7 cell type data for Basal and Her2 subtypes, and 4 cell type data for LumA & LumB subtypes. Next, we

computed the z-score of gene expression for the PathExt top200 central genes in each cell (using all cells to estimate the mean and the stan-

dard deviation) and then took the average z-score value of the cells in a given cell type. Next, we selected the genes with z-score > 0 in each

cell type and were considered as ‘expressed’ in that cell type. Next, we computed the fraction (%) of such expressed genes in every cell type

and normalized the fraction across all cell types to get ‘Observed frequency’ in a cell type. We also computed the ‘Expected frequency’ in a

similar manner by considering all genes. Finally, Log(Observed/Expected) value was computed for the central genes across cell types.

Identifying key genes associated with neoadjuvant treatment in TNBC subtypes

PathExt was applied to a previously published cohort of TNBC tumors having undergone neoadjuvant therapy with Doxorubicin/

Cyclophosphamide followed by Ixabepilone or Paclitaxel drug, and further classified into responders and non-responders36 where re-

sponders include patients with complete or partial response, whereas non-responders include patients with stable or progressive disease.

TNBC is further subdivided into 4 subtypes, BL1, BL2, LAR and M,75 and hence, we applied PathExt in a subtype-specific manner to identify

central genes among non-responders relative to responders. List of the GSE41998 samples used in the current analysis along with its TNBC

classification in the Table S86.

Drug repurposing study

We selected the top 100most frequent central genes present in Activated TopNets from each TNBC subtype and then further selected genes

present in at least 3 subtypes. This resulted in 29 genes out of which 3 genes were not suitable for analysis because of their structural
18 iScience 27, 109752, May 17, 2024
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properties. We also created another dataset comprising of top 10 most frequent genes in Activated TopNets in a subtype-specific fashion to

provide subtype-specific targets and drugs targeting these genes. Based on the CMap database (using CLUE platform),79 we first identified

the drugs targeting these genes. We consider only those drugs which are either approved or undergoing trials. For the remaining unmapped

targets, we performed virtual screening using drugs which are either FDA approved or are under clinical trials. The 3D structures of the targets

were downloaded from the RCSB-PDB69 and further refined using Open Babel software.80 Next, we used online server DrugRep81 to locate

various binding pockets on the protein surface and selected the pocket with the largest volume covering most active site residues. Identifi-

cation of active sites and residues facilitate the docking experiment and help in identifying drugs with improved binding. Virtual Screening

was performed using AutoDock Vina software.82 The software requires a receptor and ligand file in a specific file format (‘‘pdbqt’’ file format),

which was prepared using MGLTools software.83 Post virtual screening, based on docking free energy and root mean square deviation

(RMSD), top 3 drugs for each target were proposed. Further, experimental work is required to prove the efficacy of these drugs.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

PathExt13 was used to compute central genes. Likewise, DESeq233 was used to compute differential expression. Single-cell analysis was per-

formed using the Seurat84 pipeline. All biological function analyses were performed using the enrichGO function in clusterProfiler 4.077 R

package. Figures are generated using the Python package seaborn85 and the ggplot286 R packages. We performed Fisher’s exact test

and computed the odd’s ratio to observe significant overlap of PathExt central genes and DEGs with various benchmarking datasets used

in the study. We also performed Wilcoxon-test (two-sided) to compare PathExt central genes with DEGs in multiple analyses. The specific

test is mentioned in each context.
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